
Home projector

Screeneo U4

 
Ultra Short Throw, 80'' screen

True Full HD Experience

Pair 2 Bluetooth earphones

Ultra Compact

 
SCN350

Small Space. Massive Image!
Positioned few inches away from a wall, the Ultra Short Throw projector Screeneo U4 delivers a True Full HD

image with HDR10 up to 120" and can connect up to 2 pairs of speakers/earphones thanks to the Dual Bluetooth

function.

Get the big picture
Optimize your space

True Full HD, HDR 10

Customized Image

Booming sound
Immersive booming sound

Dual Bluetooth

DSP

Connect all your devices
Connect, watch and play

TI DLP technology

Compact and brilliant design
Compact and brilliant design



Home projector SCN350/INT

Highlights
Optimize your space

Enjoy a true cinematic experience at home.

Thanks to the ultra-short throw technology, this

True Full HD projector provides a massive 80”

screen size when placed just 12 inches away

from the wall or projection surface. Set

Screeneo U4 on the tabletop, TV shelf or

bedroom wardrobe to enjoy your favorite TV

shows, sports & games more than ever before!

Set it just inches away to watch, or move it

back for an even larger image.

True Full HD, HDR 10

Watch movies and more in True Full HD 1080p

high-definition sharpness, full of the fine detail

that can be lost at lower resolutions. The

picture remains lifelike and text is crystal-clear

when displayed at up to 80" or more. Texas

Instrument DLP cinema technology brings

vivid pictures, deep contrast and a bright image

in any conditions. Worried about the lamp? No

worries! The powerful LED light source

displays rich, vivid colors and will last

up to 30,000 hours. Additionally, the power

consumption is far lower than a regular lamp

based projector.

Customized Image

Our tuning reaches 108% Rec.709 HDTV

standard color coverage ensuring an incredible

image performance that delivers sharp and

crisp visuals. Engineered with AMlogic T972

CPU pictures, the HDR10 colors remain lifelike

with outstanding full high definition sharpness

for text. Auto keystone, auto focus, and 4 corner

correction also help to eliminate crooked and

distorted images for a perfectly proportioned

picture even if the device is not straight in front

of the wall. The TOF system gives users an

optimal image from virtually any angle and

eliminates many of the hassles of an optimal

set-up.

Compact and brilliant design

Simplicity, modernity and compact design is

inspired to luxuriously and seamlessly blend

into your home. Full dark matte blending

aluminum and ABS.

Connect, watch and play

Use the 2x HDMI 2.0 and a USB A to connect

all your devices. Get your gaming consoles,

Apple TV or Satellite receivers connect to the

HDMI ports just like a TV. Thanks to the USB A

power port, you don't even need an extra

adapter for your Amazon Fire stick: just plug it

to the HDMI and USB port for convenience.

DSP

Digital Signal Processing enhances all sound

frequencies helping you to fully immerse

yourself in your favorite TV content.

Dual Bluetooth

Dual Bluetooth audio functionality allows you

to listen to your media audio on two different

Bluetooth devices at once (speakers or

earphones). As such, not only can you use two

pairs of headphones at one time, but you can

independently control the volume of each set!

Additionally, you can watch movies without

disturbing anyone and control your own

volume if you are watching with someone else.

In your bedroom or want better sound? Simply

connect the Screeneo U4 to 2 pairs of speakers

for an enhanced sound experience.

Immersive booming sound

Booming 2x15watts design with a 2.1 sound

system offer surround and bass boost for a

incredible movie and music experience.



Home projector SCN350/INT

Specifications
Technology
Display technology: DLP

Light source: LED RGGB 4 channels

LED lifetime: Up to 30.000h

Brightness: up to 850 Lumens (400 ANSI)*

Resolution: 1920 x 1080 pixel

Projection image size: up to 120'' (300cm)

Recommended usage: 80" in dark room

Projection distance: 4cm-30.5cm / 2"-12"

Aspect ratio: 4:3 and 16:9

Throw ratio: 0.25:1

Contrast ratio: 370:1

Focus adjustment: Auto & Manual

Keystone correction: Auto, Manual

4 corners correction: Yes (TOF)

Integrated media player

Projection modes: front, rear, ceiling

Sound
Stereo Speaker: 2x15W

Bluetooth speaker connection

Connection
Bluetooth: Bluetooth 5.0, Bluetooth Boombox,

Dual Bluetooth

Connectivity: 1 x USB2.0, Analogue Audio out,

HDMI x2

Power source
Power consumption: Operation: 90W

Power supply: DC20V - 4.5A

Logistic data
Dimensions (wxDxH): 123x81x223mm /

4.8x3.2x8.8inch

Weight: 1.74kg / 3.8lb

Standard package includes: Projector, Remote

control, 2xAAA battery, Power cable, Quick

start guide, Warranty card, HDMI cable

* Color brightness (color light output) and white

brightness (white light output) will vary depending on

projector settings. Color light output measured in

accordance with IDMS 15.4; white light output

measured in accordance with ISO 21118.

* The terms HDMI, HDMI High-Definition Multimedia

Interface, HDMI trade dress and the HDMI Logos are

trademarks or registered trademarks of HDMI Licensing

Administrator, Inc.
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